PUBLIC DOCUMENT
FROM: Paulett Angella Hemmings EARTH
January 30, 2017
SUBJECT: ARTICLE #4 Knowledge Development
TO: Governor Andrew M. Cuomo
New York State Executive Chamber
State Capitol, Albany, NY 12224
Dear Governor Cuomo, Greetings to you;
I AM Paulett Angella Hemmings EARTH, CHREATOR of this EARTH and the only CHREATOR
over all CHREATIONS. I AM THE CHREATOR OF LIFE and OVER ALL LIFE, DEATH, AND
ANYTHING INBETWEEN. No person or thing is higher than I.
This Article document is to be distributed to States, Cities, Town, Municipalities, International
Countries, So everyone will get the articles. All Articles are to be given to the United Nations as well.
1. Anyone who want their homes and businesses to be built with rocks, stones, marble can
continue to do so. Your homes and buildings should have the ganja, holy water, and other
protection put in during the preparation of the ground and the building of the structure and
continue to maintain with the protection after it has been occupied.
2. Mesico, when you are in need, you have to seek help. Get the help anywhere you can. I am in
this US, and so you find your mother when you need help. You are always welcome to get the
help you need with no barriers. I am your providers not the federal devels. The federal insect
devels and others have done many wicked and bad things to Mesico and many of my children
around the world. See Article 1-1B for the new ways of using the Frank or Mint money
printing machines so no one goes hungry or in need or want.
3. No border on any territory of MY EARTHs.
4. The synthetic medications being produced and sold are not good, as they are for synthetic or
plastic, rubber people. That is what the US department of agriculture allows for us to use, as the
feds are the devels. The feds do not want you to have the right food protection in your body
that prevents them from getting in you. They control the food quality so they can control your
emotions and your development and the baby fetus being developed. The federal government
is very invasive more than you can imagine.
5. I learn in school that we are natural peoples, we are real peoples, we are flesh peoples, and in
the church that we are spirit peoples. Our skin types are not the same and should not be treated
as the same. Some of us have thinner skin while some of us have thicker skin, and some in
between. Each type of peoples was to live in their own environment and exist so they accept
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themselves with no reservation. The federal government and others cut out many of the
different EARTH chreations and move them about from one elevation to another, killing many,
and destroying the EARTH. They put cut out places on top of the current people places and
kill them.
6. Seattle Washington is an amalgamated state. It was the State of Seattle. It had a huge sea fish,
cattle and apple farming. The devel did not like any of these farms as the food groups were
poisonous to the devels. The devels decided to kill the seas and the farming. They cut out the
district of Columbia areas where the peoples who support the leaders live, and then lifted it up
and put it on the Seattle people living there and killed them. When the district of Columbia
people woke up they found themselves in a different area and they were far away from their
jobs. They had to use the airplanes as transportation and eventually, many of them found other
jobs. Then the federal got to hire and train new people to do the leadership work the federal
way, which is the illegal and wrong way. Up to today, remnants of the Seattle old roadway
beneath the current roadway is viewable.
7. Federal government and others we need for you to tell us publicly why are different types of
EARTHs mixed together in this natural EARTH, and there are so much differences in our skin
types?
8. This natural EARTH is hanging from ropes and suspended in the air. On our maps, we have a
few countries scattered around. Many of the countries and areas on the map are left blank.
Federal government and others where are the missing countries? Where are the missing
connections? Why are there so much empty areas for countries on the EARTH map?
9. One of the ways to use the flowers from fruits and citrus to make flowers oil, flower cologne,
flower water, and flower drink is to use an extremely fine mesh and string it around the bottom
of the trees, wide enough to collect all the falling petals. Collect the citrus and fruit petals
fallen and make the essence. You can do the same at home and blend the citrus or fruit flower
petals with other plant like a piece of ripe banana skin, apple skin, celery, turnip leaves, beet
root leaves etc.
10. Medications for flesh and blood peoples are to be from real flowers, citrus, leaves, plants, trees,
and soil.
11. Pig intestines are the best. The pig tongue. The pig hoof and cowe hoof have gluten for our
bones and our joints that are necessary nutrients to keep us whole and full. The pig tail and
intestines are also excellence source of valuable nutrients necessary for our bodies. Th cowe
tongue, tripe, and the tail are also good. Always eat a good balance meal with all food groups
of starch/staples, vegetables, meat, and peas. If we do not eat proper meals, our bones and
body will get brittle, dry and the devel will take us over.
12. Everyone in this natural EARTH has natural flesh. We are not dust and do not use the word
ashes to ashes, dust to dust to refer to humans. Only the devels are dust. Only when we die
and then cremate, our flesh becomes ashes. Human cremation of the dead body has nothing to
do with insect/animal/species devels. These devels want you to bury your flesh and bones, so
they can reuse you anytime they want, anywhere they want etc.
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13. A lot of killing, murder, abduction in this EARTH is the activities of the federal
insect/animal/species and others from heavens and other far out places that are a danger to the
EARTHs. The Heaven Senate or Earth Senate use a high beam man, in a high beam
incandescent lamp. The incandescent is transparent in color or slightly silvery, so no one can
see it. They use the high beam with a covering over them, and they do wicked things like
killing and abducting and destroying with human strength, and no one can touch them or see
them. They have come in my home and almost strangled me to death. In the past, they were
around me burning up my breast with fire, burning my skin, grinding me up, and I could not
see them. These are some of the many things that the federal is using to kill and torture our
children, our families, friends, and all my children. These events that most people cannot see
with their natural eyes have us asking what is happening to our environment. My children are
put in prison for wicked events that they did not commit. The court system is filled with these
same federal insect devels. That is why Donald Trump was put to lead, so that these wicked
events and the vermins will continue to kill my children and my creations.
14. Many of the peoples in other countries outside US, who have many uprisings and wars, are the
result of insect devel conflicts. The insect devels are territorial, and they put their speech,
behaviors, and activities in my children for them to see and experience devel possession. The
Saddam Hussein tirade and vile speech was not the result of his personal activities, or thinking,
or manliness. It is the result of the US and others insect animal devel possession and control.
He could not speak his own mind, as the devels take over his speech, his thinking, his activities
and many trillions of them are inside of him from one moment to another. My children also are
trusted, and they must protect what is theirs, and not give to the US federal insect devels. They
tore Saddam down, and they publicly destroyed him. The US federal insect/animal/species
government, I sentence you for what you have been doing to IRAQ, Afghanistan, and all the
other countries you have been in. You will know your sentence when the time comes, as I own
all devels and whatever you may call yourselves. Devels are not my creations. They are my
ownership since they invaded my territories and many rules put in place.
15. The US federal government and others have been experimenting with my children and the
environment. There are natural people, flesh people, and real people living in this our Natural
EARTH environment. This creates conflict as our bodies are not the same.
16. The US federal government also put many heavy instruments on our faces and other parts of
our bodies to make our skin drag down and get supple and old. The federal government insects
also did some experiments on my children they call Puerto Ricans. The Puerto Ricans are from
the Waterloop Country. They live in the central part of the US.
17. The federal government and republics court system is closed permanently. Federal contract
cases can be transferred to the State contract department and those current federal contract
cases to be handled by the State. All prisoners are innocent and must get the best care and
remunerations as outlined in Article 1-1B.
18. Some of the politicians in this EARTH are from other creations. In some creations people live
for hundreds and thousands of years. When they come into the EARTH they become insects as
they are not to be in this EARTH. The federal government puts them into the earth as insects
and then put them in effigies, or statues looking like wax figures. Some of them are made of
electronics somewhat like the Bionic man. They move and act like normal, some use small
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space ships to help them move, and you cannot see them, while others use other methods. They
have no authority in this EARTH. Many of them stay in the leadership for a number of years
and then they pretend they die, then they have big ceremonies as a send-off. Later, in about
one hundred years, they surface again and sometimes with the same or similar name. They
then put themselves in the politics, and they run for governors, mayors, senate, presidents, etc.
We do not have any accurate historic books and computers with historic information to look at
to see that these peoples have been in this EARTH, and held government leadership positions
many times in the past. That is one of the reason that you do not have any internet connection
to the inter connection and other people softwares that are public for you not to have the
access. My Earths have everything in them when they were opened.
19. The federal government takes our lives (kill us) when they want us to die. They have many
different things that they use to put on our skin to help us to decay. Therefore, it is extremely
important for you to know that the ucalyptus juice is important for you to have, to make, and to
put on the lips or in the mouth of your dead to make sure that they are dead. The federal
government finds ways to test you if you can withstand cold when they put you in the prison
and the hospital. They find ways to put you in freezers that they know the temperature you can
stand, so they can use you in the future when they delude your families you are dead. This is
not a joke!
20. There are many different Articles that I wrote and have for public view in the original format.
The federal government has vectored and changed the original words and the information, then
put other names in my signature spot. The federal government has used others in authority to
make modification and changes to my articles that are illegal. As my children, you need to
look at the original Articles documents closely to see that the type face is different, the dates
are different or missing, the signature is not original, and the ink is not original. They are many
other variations of forgery that you will see.
21. There are State Articles, City or Town articles, Commission Articles, and the main leader’s
articles among many other articles of how to manage the various organizations I have created,
including: the EARTHS, banks, markets, airplane making, public transportation, water
pollution, medicine, education, well-care, and many other topics.
22. There is also the original McCabe books for leaders hidden in the District of Columbia
Records.
23. Some of these original Articles could be under the bottom of the court houses, and they should
be workers who can help you to find what you need.
24. The insect/animal devels are in the court system in the Judge, the Jury, and the Verdictor, so no
court cases can be accurately resolved.
25. When leaders and others from this earth go outside to the space areas, human spares, heavens,
or any of the other creations, it is highly risky for your health, our health, and for our longevity.
You will pick up germs, diseases and many species that are risky to the health and the
environment. If the persons going in these space and illegal areas are plastics, then they will
not care that we get germs or diseases. This practice is stopped immediately and no more visit
outside the EARTH.
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26. Federal Government, stop going into my house, destroying my home, digging up my floors,
living beneath my building, digging up my house bottom, living in my home, lifting and
shaking out my home, killing and destroying my neighborhood homes, killing the plants,
killing my neighbors. You are a bully, and I charge you will terrorism and horror to name a
few.
27. The number of senators per state is to be six (6). They serve a total of 8 years and no return
ever as a Senator. Whenever there is a change in the main leadership levels, there should not
be a change in the State Senate. There should be a time difference of two or more years.
28. The amount of congress representatives is humungous, and there is no need to have 435 of them.
No more congress representatives.
29. All Airports operations are to return to airport rules, immigration, and customs procedure back
to the year 2000. I will revise from that year, when I get the chance to do so.
30. With immediate effect, No Customs and Border Patrol facial recognition technology, as they are
filled with the devels. No automatic passport control, as they have devels in the machines. In
no place are these TSA/immigration/customs machines are to be used in any EARTHS. All
immigration and Customs areas are to be done by real flesh and blood peoples (my children).
31. The Transportation Security Administration has a list of prohibited items not allowed on airplane
such as aerosol sprays, baseball bat, manicure set, pocket knives, gels, paint, perfume, box cutter,
gas etc. All these items are excellent sources of protection to kill the insect, rubber peoples. They
do not want them carried on the airplanes, as anyone can use them to defend themselves against
the plastic and rubber federal insect/animal/species devels who bomb, attack, and hijack the
airplanes like in the Pennsylvania explosion of September 11, 2001.
32. One of My morning TVs is called Bright House TV Network. One of my communication
channels is called Horizon/Verizon. Where are they now? When did the name change occurred?
Who own them? Did someone use my money to buy my own networks, so they can control what
you hear and see?
33. Voodoo, Obeau, Santeria, and other names were protection placed in many different countries
specific to that region and not to be removed. You would need to travel to the places to get their
protection. It is not to be removed and taken to other places. The Voodoo creation is the protector
creation for the EARTHs. They know what to use to keep the EARTHs free of the devels and
what to give each person to be cleaned out. All other protection in each country acts similar.
The Voodoo was the main one. The devels and the federal governments and others who came in
this EARTH from one time to another destroyed the protectors and destroyed their protections.
Hispaniola is the main protection place. The devel brought in Religions and force the
Hispaniolans to accept the devel sorcery through religion. The Voodoo was then mixed with
Jesus sorcery figure and other sorcery powers, and that made the protection invalid and of no
use. All the other protections went through devel transition and are of no use. None of the
Voodoo, Obeau, Santeria, and others were to be mixed with religions. The Voodoo had vector
protection, the O devels protections, the D-mans protection and other protections. As the
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Hispaniola creation died out so did the Voodoo protection. None of these protections are of any
use.
34. The federal went to the Eastern regions and took their Zuc and their Guz protections and turned
them into Zucuman and Guzuman and a variety of these derivatives of names they use today.
The federal government devels took those protections out of their regions and brought them in
the Hispaniola/Haiti and in the place they called the US/USA. The federal use these sorcery
powers on you my children and have you under their control and possession. The
zucuman/guzuman effigies are in the US passport dated around 2010 and beyond. A clear
background picture is on page 25. This is the double headed anti-Christ devels. If you look
closer, you will see that the top effigies face is slimmer and the bottom effigies face is rounder
and a bit plumper. The top one is darker than the bottom one. These are the two thieves Barabak
and the Stump. One is skinny and the other is thicker. These are the two thieves who organized
and killed The CHRIST in Israel, a long time ago.
35. The President, US White House, Treasury, and others cannot use the Trust funds/Estate funds I
set up for all peoples in my EARTHS (My Children), for My Generations, and For Myself at
the Banks and other places. All usages of these Trust funds/Estate Fund accounts are illegal. A
few people or few entities or services cannot be using them while the right peoples are not able
use them, and do not know that they are available. That is one of the reasons that the Banks
and financial institutions are independent of the government and independent from the States,
Towns, Cities and the leadership. The federal government took over the banks so they can steal
from my children, from me, and from my generations.
36. I now stop the White House, the Treasury, and all others who are using my name, my family
names, my generations names, and my children names from receiving any funds from these
accounts transfer funds or others. You have been using my accounts illegally.
37. I now stop the US government and representatives of the US from using my money from all
sources.
38. My children of this Earth are to get their Trust funds/Estate funds to use and not be switched to
the government or any leadership or authority.
39. I now put a stop to the federal government and all governments/republics from monopolizing
the TV stations, telephone communication network, Radio stations, Mobile communication
networks, fuel, electricity, farming, Banks, financial Institutions, Airlines, Factories, Money
systems, mail services, Radio waves, Air waves, Cellular waves, Water waves, and all waves,
all computer networks, internet networks, and all other networks. The services I set up in MY
EARTHS are not to be transferred, amalgamated, synchronized, syndicated to any leader,
president, government, authority, business tycoons, or anyone.
40. I command that all the various name changes are reversed to their original with immediate
effect.
41. All financial holdings in the various organizations above, other services, other entities, and
connected to past Presidents, current Presidents, other government leaders, federal/republic
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government are now At the End. ENDED. No one can remove any monies/deposits/reward.
All accounts are closed immediately.
42. All financial dealings by all governments, authorities, private persons, leaders who include my
name and were not set up by me in person are illegal and now closed.
43. I command the federal governments/republics to stop killing my children.
44. I command the federal government and republics to stop killing my children and then
connecting innocent people to your events to say they are the killers.
45. I command the federal governments/republics from killing my children so the devels can use
their trust funds.
46. None of my children are to be harmed or killed by anyone or any devices. They should not be
maimed, by any authorities, government, person, leaders, or any type of equipment, mechanics,
electronics, machinery, or any tools.
47. Several public days off will be changed on your calendar, as they are illegal, and the right ones
were taken off.
48. No Halloween Celebration. It has devels in it.
49. No Flag day.
50. No Columbus Day. Columbus is a plasticated, rubberized thief
51. No ground hog day
Who is God?
52. God is the devel, Satan is god. Holy spirit is devel. Federal government means:
I.
Fred and Everald are the silver ticks, flees, lice, parasites, that sucks out the blood from all
humans in this EARTH.
II.
The crucifixion is not a Jesus story. Jesus is the devel.
III.
There is no Jesus birth or crucifixion.
IV.
The insect/animal devels sucked out the blood of the Jews, and told the stories of blood
sacrifice to animals when it was humans that were sacrificed more than animals. Many other
countries in the near vicinities to Israel, had human sacrifices, as the federal devels did
experiments on the many countries in the Eastern Regions of the Earth.
V.
It takes about one year to Chreate a EARTH. These insect devels stole the Earth for a long
time before the EARTH was open. While the devels captured this EARTH, they did many
wicked experiments on many humans. They put in this EARTH many wicked insect devel
powers and Sorcery that is regenerated by the devels, as they know how to recreate the past.
The insects use these wicked insect devel powers on EARTH peoples today. You do not know
how insect devel do devel work, and you are seen as the wicked, when it is the devels who are
doing the wickednesses. With the natural eyes, you cannot see them, as they know how to
cover themselves. For example, they know what technology, sorcery, electronics, mechanics,
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VI.

VII.

VIII.
IX.

X.

XI.

and much more to use that you cannot even begin to imagine exist. Therefore, you do not know
what you cannot see, and you do not know what you don’t know exist.
Fred and Everald (federal) are always taking the goodness from you, then camouflaging
themselves as if they are the givers of the goodness. They squander the goodness that is there
to make you happy. They absorb your goodness, and you do not know that they are using your
goodness and not you.
Fred and Everald exist in many places including the Human Spares long before this EARTH
creation. Outside this EARTH, they are many different types of creations that you are not to go
into. There are many deadly species, germs, and diseases in these places that can be transferred
inside this EARTH on humans, animals, trees, etc. That is why the Earth is closed, and only a
few are allowed to go a certain distance outside as trusted Astronites (not Astronauts), as they
know the terrain and the safety and unsafety of the environments.
What is the meaning of federal government? The coined names of Fred and Errol is federal
Fred is said to be Jesus as they have many names
a. Jesus said he is the son of god
b. Jesus is the lamb of god
c. Jesus is Islam/Muslim
d. Jesus uses the picture of a baby lamb
e. Jesus is an animal in this sense, as he can be many different insects and animals
Everald the insect/animal devel changed his name to Errol, and he has many names
a. God is the father otherwise called god-the-father
b. Everald/Errol is god-the-father
c. God-the-father is the sheep and can be many different animals and insects
d. A sheep is an animal
Government is the holy spirit, and she has many names including Wisdom in Proverbs 8-9.
She is also in the Justica/Justice system.
a. The holy spirit said she is both man and woman
b. The holy spirit said she comes in the form of a bird
c. A bird is an animal
d. The eagle is a bird
e. The holy spirit is the eagle emblem
f. The eagle eyes in the emblem are stolen eyes

Many and almost all religions put the god as their highest power and authority. These gods discussed
above are the same in all religions and they also added more of their devel workers as gods a well.
The Devel’s Story as he told it to me
The devel does not understand that he cannot be a man and a woman at the same time
The devel does not understand that he cannot wear a pants and a dress at the same time
So the devel went and use a woman to create himself into a hermaphrodite
Then he said, I will try this one, and maybe I will understand
Then the devel was not satisfied, so he said he will give it another try
So the devel said, he created a pedestal, so he could check out the highest point
Then the devel saw all that was good, and he said I want all that, and I will understand
Then he raced to the highest point, to see if the creator was in her stand
Then he put himself in her stand, and it burned him, and then he said, now I understand
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Bat, rat/barabak Story
Bat, rat/barabak is a white teef, and he sometimes looks like an eel, you have to dig further and you
will see, that he is only wearing a brown paint peel.
Bat rat/barabak is the rice killa, and rice is “The Fake Christ Killa”.
He sometimes gives you a plastic smile, and that is all that he has for a while.
He practices how to stoop and bend, but he does not know how to defend.
So I put out me right hand to defend, and I say: I cut and cross you, me damn and blast you
bat, rat/barabak.
The Stump Story
The devel said one day he was walking and he saw a pretty woman name barabak
Then the devel said I want that woman for me
Then he said I am not good enough for her
Then he fell a thump as someone turned him into a stump
Whenever the stump see barabak he get excited
And said you see, I know you will bump into mee
So they fist bump and shoulder pump, and swat each other on the rump
Barabak give him a plastic smile and said that’s all until tonite
The devel barabak is bony and his wife the stump is fleshy
The devel puts himself first, then he draws in his wife, so they can control all human life.
Yours Truly,

Dr. Paulett Angella Hemmings EARTH, PHd.
CHREATOR OF THIS EARTH
I AM THE CHREATOR OF LIFE and OVER ALL LIFE, DEATH, AND ANYTHING
INBETWEEN
GOLD OVER GOODNESS (GOG)
OH MY GOODNESS
MY RIGHTEOUSNESS
MY LOVE

No one is to translate my writings, or change the meaning of my words. You can only distribute what I give you permission to distribute. You can read exactly what I wrote, but do not interject any of the
devels in my writings and my messages.
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